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Abstract— In uplink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) systems, multiuser interference (MUI) occurs due
to different carrier frequency offsets (CFO) of different users at
the receiver. In this paper, we present a multistage linear parallel interference cancellation (LPIC) approach to mitigate the
effect of this MUI in uplink OFDMA. The proposed scheme first
performs CFO compensation (in time domain) followed by K
DFT operations (where K is the number of users) and multistage LPIC on these DFT outputs. We present a detailed performance and complexity comparison of the proposed scheme with
another scheme proposed recently by Huang and Letaief which
performs CFO compensation and interference cancellation in
frequency domain using Circular Convolution (we refer to this
scheme as HLCC scheme). We show that the HLCC scheme performs better than our scheme when the individual CFO values
are small, whereas our scheme performs better than the HLCC
scheme when the CFO differences are small (even if the individual CFO values are large). Also, our scheme has lesser complexity than HLCC scheme when the number of subcarriers is large,
which is typical in OFDMA systems.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been increased research focus on orthogonal frequency multiple access (OFDMA) on the uplink [1][11]. In OFDM/OFDMA systems, carrier frequency offset
(CFO) between transmit and receive carrier frequencies results in loss of orthogonality among different subcarriers at
the receiver. In uplink OFDMA, correction to one user’s CFO
would misalign other users. Thus, other user CFO will result
in multiuser interference (MUI) in uplink OFDMA. There
have been few recent attempts that address the issue of MUI
due to other user CFO in uplink OFDMA [7]-[11]. Interference cancellation (IC) techniques can be employed at the
base station receiver to mitigate the MUI effects [8]-[11]. Recently, in [9], Huang and Letaief presented an IC approach
which performs CFO compensation and MUI cancellation in
frequency domain using circular convolution. We refer to
this scheme in [9] as Huang-Letaief Circular Convolution
(HLCC) scheme. The circular convolution approach was proposed earlier by Choi et al in [6] as an alternative to the direct time-domain method of CFO compensation. Huang and
Letaief refer the scheme in [6] as CLJL scheme (CLJL stands
for the first letters of the names of the four authors of [6]).
The CLJL scheme does not perform MUI cancellation. The
HLCC scheme, on the other hand, uses circular convolution
for both CFO compensation (as in [6]) as well as MUI cancellation. More recently, in [10], we proposed a minimum mean
square error (MMSE) receiver for MUI cancellation in uplink
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OFDMA. We derived a recursion to approach the MMSE solution and showed that this recursive MMSE solution encompasses the CLJL and HLCC schemes as special cases.
Structure-wise, a common feature in CLJL [6], HLCC [9],
and MMSE [10] schemes is that all these detectors/cancellers
first perform a single DFT operation on the received samples
and the resulting DFT output vector is further processed to
achieve CFO compensation and MUI cancellation using circular convolution. Here, we propose and analyze an alternate
MUI cancellation receiver structure which first performs CFO
compensation in time domain, followed by K DFT operations (where K is the number of users) and multistage linear
parallel interference cancellation (LPIC) on these DFT outputs. We scale the estimated MUI by weights before cancellation. We obtain closed-form expressions for the optimum
weights that maximize the average signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the output of the different LPIC stages.
Comparing the proposed weighted LPIC (WLPIC) scheme
with the HLCC scheme in [9], we show that i) in terms of
complexity, the proposed WLPIC scheme is less complex than
the HLCC scheme, particularly when the number of subcarriers is large (which is typical in OFDMA systems), and ii)
in terms of performance, while the bit error performance of
the HLCC scheme is affected by the individual CFO values of all the users, the performance of the WLPIC scheme
is affected by the difference between the desired user’s and
other users’ CFO values. Because of this, the HLCC scheme
performs better than the WLPIC scheme when the individual CFO values are small, whereas the WLPIC scheme performs better than HLCC scheme when the CFO differences
are small (even if the individual CFO values are large).
II. U PLINK OFDMA S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider an uplink OFDMA system with K users, where
each user communicates with a base station through an independent multipath channel as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that there are N subcarriers in each OFDM symbol
and one subcarrier can be allocated to only one user. The
information symbol for the ith user on the kth subcarrier is
(i)
denoted by Xk , k ∈ Si , where Si is the set of subcarriers
 

K
 (i) 2
assigned to user i and E Xk  = 1. Then, i=1 Si =

{0, 1, . . . , N − 1} and Si Sj = φ, for i = j. The length of
the guard interval added is Ng samples and is assumed to be
longer than the maximum channel delay spread. After IDFT
processing and guard interval insertion at the transmitter, the
(i)
time domain sequence of the ith user, xn , is given by

1
(i) j2πnk
Xk e N , −Ng ≤ n ≤ N − 1. (1)
x(i)
n =
N
k∈Si
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Fig. 1. Uplink OFDMA system model.

The ith user’s signal, after passing through the channel, is
given by
(i)
(i)
(2)
s(i)
n = xn  hn
(i)
hn

where  denotes linear convolution and
is the ith user’s
(i)
channel impulse response. It is assumed that hn is non-zero
only for n = 0, . . . , L − 1, where L is the maximum channel
delay spread, and that all users’ channels are statistically in(i)
dependent. We assume that hn ’s are i.i.d. complex Gaussian

2 

2 
(i)
(i)
with zero mean and E hn,I
= E hn,Q
= 1/L,
where

(i)
hn,I

and

(i)
hn,Q

are the real and imaginary parts of

(i)
hn .

(i)

Fig. 2. Receiver baseband processing – CFO compensation (in time domain)
and interference cancellation.

(i),(l)

ρkq

=



sin π(k − q + δli )
1
exp −j(1− )π(k −q +δli ) ,
π
N sin N (k − q + δli )
N
(7)

and δli is the difference between the ith user and lth user CFO
values, given by
(8)
δli = l − i .
(i)

The channel coefficient Hk
(i)
component Zk is given by

The channel coefficient in frequency domain Hk is given by
(i)
Hk

=

L−1


h(i)
n e

−j2πnk
N

,

 

 (i) 2
and E Hk  = 2. The received baseband signal after
coarse carrier frequency tracking (leaving some residual carrier frequency offset) is given by
rn =

K


s(i)
n e

j2πi n
N

+ zn ,

−Ng ≤ n ≤ N − 1,

(4)

i=1

where i , i = 1, . . . , K denotes the ith user’s CFO normalized by the subcarrier spacing, and zn is the AWGN with zero
mean and variance σ 2 . We assume that all users are time synchronized and that i , i = 1, · · · , K are known at the receiver.
Figure 2 shows the receiver baseband processing including i)
CFO compensation in time domain and guard time removal,
ii) K DFT operations (one for each user), and iii) linear parallel interference cancellation (LPIC) in multiple stages. Note
that the CFO compensation is carried out in time domain by
j2πi n
multiplying rn with e− N , i = 1, · · · , K (this method of
CFO compensation is referred to as the direct method in [6]).
The received signal after CFO compensation and guard time
removal for the ith user is given by
yn(i)

j2π n
− Ni

= rn e

,

0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1,

(i)

Yk

(i)

(i)

= Hk X k +

l=1
l=i



(i),(l)

ρkq

N
−1


(i)

Hq(l) Xq(l) + Zk ,

is given by (3) and the noise

zn(i) e

q∈Sl

where

.

(9)

Note that the 2nd term in (6) represents the MUI present at the
DFT output. In the case of single user detection (SUD), the
(i)
DFT outputs, Yk ’s, can be directly used to make the symbol
decision. Additional processing (e.g., interference cancella(i)
tion) may be performed on Yk ’s to mitigate the MUI effects.
III. P ROPOSED W EIGHTED L INEAR PIC S CHEME
The proposed multistage weighted linear PIC (WLPIC) scheme is explained as follows. Let m denote the stage index. We
(i)
take the DFT outputs, Yk ’s, in (6) as the first stage (m = 1)
(i)
(i)
outputs of the receiver, i.e., Yk,(1) = Yk . In the case of
(i)

SUD, the symbol decisions are made directly from Yk,(1) ’s.
Parallel interference cancellation is performed in the subsequent stages. In a given PIC stage m, m > 1, an estimate
of the MUI is made based on the soft values of the previous
stage outputs. These MUI estimates are scaled by weights
(i)
and cancelled from the DFT outputs, Yk,(1) .
The interference cancelled output of the ith user on the kth
(i)
subcarrier in the mth stage, Yk,(m) , m > 1, can be written as
(i)

(i)

(i)

Yk,(m) = Yk,(1) − wk,(m)

K 

l=1
l=i

(i),(l)

ρkq

(l)

Yq,(m−1)

MUI estimate

(i)

(i)
wk,(m)

K

(10)

q∈Sl

(i),(l)

where Yk,(1) is the 1st stage output given by (6) and ρkq
given by (7). It is noted that

(6)

−j2πn(k+i )
N

n=0

(5)

which forms the input to the ith DFT block. The output of the
DFT block for the ith user on the kth subcarrier is given by
K


(i)

Zk =

(3)

n=0

(K)

− j 2 π εK n/N

l=1
l=i

(i),(l) (l)
Yq,(m−1)
q∈Sl ρkq

is
is

is the weight with which this
the MUI estimate, and
MUI estimate is scaled and cancelled. It is noted that the SUD
becomes a special case of the proposed WLPIC scheme for
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(i)

wk,(m) = 0, ∀i, k, m. Also, we call the WLPIC scheme with

22

(i)
wk,(m)

In an uncoded system, the symbol decision for the ith user on
the kth subcarrier at the output of the mth stage can be made
(i)
based on the output Yk,(m) . For example, the symbol decision
at the mth stage output for the case of BPSK modulation can
be obtained as
 

(i) (i)
 (i)
X
=
sgn
Re
H
Y
,
(11)
k
k,(m)
k,(m)
(i)

(i)

where Hk denotes the conjugate of Hk . For the case of
M -QAM/M -PSK modulation, symbol decision can be made
using the minimum Euclidean distance rule. In a coded sys(i)
tem, the Yk,(m) ’s are fed to the decoder.
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the operations needed for choice of optimum weights and
scaling of MUI estimates with these weights are avoided (because of unity weights). However, performance better than
that of the CLPIC can be achieved by using optimum weights.
(i),opt
We propose to obtain the optimum weights wk,(m) by maximizing the average SIR at the mth stage output.
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IV. AVERAGE SIR AT 2 ND AND 3 RD S TAGE O UTPUTS

In Fig. 3, we plot the average SIR at the output of the 2nd
(i)
stage as a function of weights wk,(2) obtained through both
analysis (Eqn. (21) in [11]) as well as simulations. The following system parameters are considered: N = 32, K = 4,
[1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [−0.1, 0.3, 0.25, −0.15], and SNR=25 dB.
The channel model used is a one sample spaced two-ray equalgain Rayleigh fading model. Two types of subcarrier allocation, namely, a) interleaved allocation and b) block allocation
are considered. In block allocation, a consecutive block of
subcarriers are alloted to one user, the next block to another
user, and so on. In interleaved allocation, the subcarriers of
each user are uniformly interleaved with the subcarriers assigned to the other users. The following observations can be
made from Fig. 3. For the considered channel model and
system parameters, block allocation results in a higher output
SIR than interleaved allocation. Also, the maximum average
output SIR occurs at an optimum weight (maximum SIR of
(i)
about 15 dB at wk,(2) ≈ 0.7 for interleaved allocation and a
(i)

maximum SIR of about 21 dB at wk,(2) ≈ 0.6 for block allocation). Closed-form expressions for these optimum weights
for 2nd stage and 3rd stage, respectively, are given in Eqns.
(32) and (33) in [11].
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present the numerical and simulation results of the average SIR and BER performance of the proposed WLPIC scheme and compare with those of other detec4650

1.4

Fig. 3. Average SIR of the 1st user at the 2nd stage output of the proposed
(1)
WLPIC scheme as a function of the weight on the 1st subcarrier, w1,(2) .
N = 32, K = 4, 16-QAM, [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [−0.1, 0.3, 0.25, −0.15],
SNR = 25 dB. Interleaved and block allocation. Analysis vs simulation.

20
[cfo]=[−0.1, 0.3, 0.25, −0.15], 2−ray channel

18
Average SIR (dB)

In [11], we have derived expressions for the average SIR at
the output of the 2nd and 3rd stages of the proposed WLPIC
scheme. Also, we used these average SIR expressions to ob(i),opt
tain closed-form expressions for the optimum weights wk,(m) .
Refer [11] for closed-form expressions for average SIR at 2nd
and 3rd stage outputs and the optimum weights.
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Fig. 4.
Average SIR as a function of subcarrier index, k, for different
detectors. N = 32, K = 4, [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [−0.1, 0.3, 0.25, −0.15].
No noise (σ 2 = 0). Interleaved allocation. Analysis.

tors in the recent literature. The channel model used throughout this section is a one sample spaced two-ray equal-gain
Rayleigh fading model. In Fig. 4, we plot the analytically
computed average SIR as a function of the subcarrier index
k = 1, 2, · · · , N under no noise condition (i.e., σ 2 = 0) for
a) SUD, b) 2nd and 3rd stages of the CLPIC scheme (where
(i)
(i)
wk,(2) = wk,(3) = 1, ∀i, k), and c) 2nd and 3rd stages of the
WLPIC scheme, for an uplink OFDMA system with N = 32
subcarriers, K = 4 users, interleaved allocation, and CFOs of
the different users [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [−0.1, 0.3, 0.25, −0.15].
From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the SUD gives the least SIRs
in all subcarriers since no interference cancellation is performed. When interference cancellation is performed using
CLPIC scheme (where unity weights are used), the 2nd stage
output SIR improves significantly compared to that of SUD.
The CLPIC 3rd stage output SIR improves further compared
to the CLPIC 2nd stage output SIR. The WLPIC scheme (where optimized weights are used) performs significantly better
than both SUD as well as CLPIC. For example, the 3rd stage
of the WLPIC results in an average SIR of about 23 dB on
all the subcarriers which is significantly larger than those of
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Fig. 5.
Bit error rate performance of the proposed WLPIC scheme for
BPSK. N = 32, K = 4, [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [−0.1, 0.3, 0.25, −0.15]. Interleaved allocation. Simulation.

the other detectors. Thus the performance benefit of using
the optimized weights in WLPIC instead of unity weights in
CLPIC or zero weights in SUD is clearly evident in Fig. 4.
For the same set of parameters in Fig. 4, we plot the simulated
BER performance of SUD, CLPIC (2nd and 3rd stages) and
WLPIC (2nd and 3rd stages) in Fig. 5 for BPSK. The single
user performance (no MUI) is also shown for comparison purposes. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the proposed WLPIC
scheme results in significantly better BER performance than
both the SUD as well as the CLPIC scheme. The 3rd stage
of the WLPIC scheme is found to approach the single user
(no MUI) performance. We have observed similar SIR and
BER improvement for the case of block allocation as well as
16-QAM.
A. Comparison with HLCC and CLJL Schemes
In this subsection, we present a comparison of the performance and complexity of the proposed WLPIC scheme with
other detectors reported in the recent literature, namely, a)
the HLCC scheme in [9], b) CLJL scheme in [6], and c)
SUD. It is noted that while the proposed WLPIC scheme and
the HLCC scheme are essentially interference cancellers, the
CLJL and SUD schemes are detectors without interference
cancellation. Another interesting observation is that while the
CLJL and HLCC schemes implement CFO compensation in
frequency domain using circular convolution, the SUD and
WLPIC schemes implement CFO compensation using the direct time-domain method. Because of this, as we will see
next, a HLCC versus WLPIC comparison shows similar comparative behaviour as a CLJL versus SUD comparison, in
terms of performance and complexity.
1) SIR and BER Comparison: We note that, since the CFO
compensation is done using circular convolution in HLCC
scheme, the performance of the HLCC scheme is affected by
the
 individual CFO values of all the users,
 i , i = 1, 2, · · · , K
see Eqns. (10), (15) and (22) in [9] . Whereas in the proposed WLPIC scheme, CFO compensation is done in time
domain and hence the performance of the WLPIC scheme
is affected by the differences between the desired user’s and
other users’
CFO values, |δil | = |i − l |, i, l = 1, 2, · · · , K,

i = l see Eqns. (6),(7),(8) . Because of this, the HLCC
4651
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Fig. 6.
Comparison of the SIR performance of the proposed WLPIC
scheme with HLCC and CLJL schemes.
N = 64, K = 4,
[1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [0.1, −0.1, −0.05, 0.05]. No noise (σ 2 = 0). Interleaved allocation. Analysis.

scheme performs better than the WLPIC scheme when the individual CFO values are small, whereas the WLPIC scheme
performs better than the HLCC scheme when the CFO differences are small. We illustrate both these cases in Figs. 6
through 9, by considering two cases of CFO values, namely,
CFO-1 = [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [0.1, −0.1, −0.05, 0.05], and
CFO-2 = [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [0.15, 0.12, 0.16, 0.08]. It is noted that the CFO-1 values in the above are the same ones used
for generating the performance plots in [9]. As can be seen,
these CFO-1 values correspond to the case where the individual CFO values
the
 are smaller than the difference between

CFO values e.g., 0.1 < (0.1 − (−0.05)) = 0.15 . On the
other hand, CFO-2 values correspond to the case where the
CFO
differences are smaller than the

 individual CFO values
e.g., 0.15 > (0.15 − 0.12) = 0.03 .
In Figs. 6 and 7, we present a comparison of the average SIR
performance of the various detectors for N = 64, K = 4,
interleaved allocation, and no noise. Figure 6 is for CFO-1
and Fig. 7 is for CFO-2. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that both
the HLCC and WLPIC schemes give significantly higher SIR
than the CLJL and SUD schemes. Also, HLCC scheme results in higher SIR than WLPIC scheme in this case since the
individual CFO values are smaller than the CFO differences.
In Fig. 7, on the other hand, we see that the WLPIC scheme

offers significantly higher SIR than the HLCC scheme > 45
dB SIR for WLPIC vs 25 dB SIR for HLCC . As pointed
out earlier, this is because, though the individual CFO values are large, the CFO differences are smaller for CFO-2. A
similar performance behaviour in terms of simulated BER for
16-QAM can be observed in Fig. 8 (for CFO-1) and Fig. 9
(for CFO-2). For similar reasons of CFO implementation in
frequency domain versus time domain, it can also be observed
that CLJL performs better than SUD for CFO-1 whereas SUD
performs better than CLJL for CFO-2. Such scenarios (like
CFO-2, where SUD performs better than CLJL) are not discussed in [6] and [9].
Coded FER Performance: We also carried out a comparison
study of the various detectors in terms of coded frame error
rate (FER) performance. We considered a rate-1/2 convolutional code with constraint length 5. The system parame-
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Fig. 7.
Comparison of the SIR performance of the proposed WLPIC
scheme with HLCC and CLJL schemes.
N = 64, K = 4,
[1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [0.15, 0.12, 0.16, 0.08]. No noise (σ 2 = 0). Interleaved allocation. Analysis.

ters considered include K = 4 users, N = 64 subcarriers,
[1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ] = [0.22, 0.2, 0.18, 0.15], interleaved allocation, 4-QAM, and 2-ray Rayleigh fading channel. As in [9],
each frame consists of 10 OFDM symbols, and it is assumed
that the channels do not vary within one frame but vary from
frame to frame. In each frame, an 8 × 40 block bit interleaver is employed. Figure 10 shows the simulated coded
FER performance for various detectors. For this system scenario, WLPIC scheme performs better than HLCC scheme.
Again, this is because, in this case, the CFO differences are
much smaller than the individual CFO values. Likewise, SUD
performs better than CLJL scheme in this scenario.
2) Complexity Comparison: In addition to the above SIR
and BER/FER performance comparison, we carried out a complexity comparison among the different detectors as well. The
complexities of various detectors in terms of number of complex multiplications required are listed in Table I. The complexities of CLJL and SUD schemes are same as those given
in [6]. Compared to CLJL scheme, HLCC has an additional

complexity of N 2 +N 2 /K per cancellation stage as per
Eqns. (18),(19) in [9] . Likewise, compared to SUD scheme,
2
2
WLPIC has an additional
complexity

 of N −N /K per cancellation stage as per Eqn. (10) . The complexity comparison between HLCC and WLPIC schemes as a function of
number of subcarriers, N , for K = 16 users and m = 2, 3
(2nd, 3rd stages) is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that
for a given K, HLCC is less complex for small N , whereas
WLPIC has lesser complexity than HLCC for large N , which
is typical in OFDMA systems. For example, for N = 1024,
K = 16 and m = 2, HLCC has a complexity of 11,84,768,
whereas WLPIC has a lesser complexity of 10,55,232. It is
further noted that complexity reduction techniques similar to
those given in [9] for HLCC scheme (e.g., by way of ignoring weak subcarriers or other user subcarriers far-off from desired user’s subcarriers) can be done for the WLPIC scheme
as well. In addition to the performance and complexity comparison presented in the above, effect of imperfect CFO estimation and received power imbalance, as studied for HLCC
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scheme in [9], can be investigated for the WLPIC scheme
also. These effects on WLPIC are expected to be on the same
lines as observed for HLCC in [9].
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed an interference cancellation scheme for MUI
mitigation in uplink OFDMA. The proposed scheme performed CFO compensation in time domain, followed by DFT operations (on a per-user basis) and multistage linear parallel
interference cancellation on these DFT outputs. Estimates of
the MUI for cancellation were obtained using soft values of
the outputs from the previous stages and the MUI estimate
were scaled by weights before cancellation. The proposed
scheme was shown to effectively cancel the MUI caused by
the other user CFOs. We showed that the scheme proposed by
Huang and Letaief (HLCC scheme) performs better than our
scheme when the individual CFO values are small, whereas
our scheme performs better than the HLCC scheme when the
CFO differences are small (even if the individual CFO values are large). Also, our scheme has lesser complexity than
HLCC scheme when the number of subcarriers is large, which
is typical in OFDMA systems.
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Complexity comparison of the proposed WLPIC scheme with
HLCC scheme. K = 16, m = 2, 3.
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